Introduction 16
Social animals communicate and interact with conspecifics both cooperatively and 17 competitively for reproduction and survival. Social interaction between two 18 individuals typically begins with an appetitive phase that reflects interest in peers, 19 such as approaching and investigation by touching and sniffing, followed by a 20 consummatory phase that express a repertoire of goal-directed social behaviors, such 21 as aggression, mating or parenting, according to age, gender and familiarity of the 22 conspecific (Anderson, 2016; Chen and Hong, 2018) . Recent advances in social 23 neuroscience in rodents have revealed critical centers for social behavioral control 24 such as the medial preoptic area of the hypothalamus (MOPA) ( The insular cortex (IC), which lies deep within the lateral sulcus in humans and 33 on the lateral aspect of the neocortex in rodents, is involved in a wide variety of 34 functions including multisensory integration, emotion, risk prediction, decision 35 making, salience and valence coding, empathy and self-awareness (Craig, 2009; 36 Gogolla et al., 2014; Uddin, 2014; Gogolla, 2017; Rogerss-Carter et al., 2018) . It 37 forms an anatomical hub with reciprocal connections to sensory, emotional, 38 motivational and cognitive systems including the sensory and frontal cortices, 39 4 amygdala, thalamus and nucleus accumbens as well as with neuromodulatory inputs 40 (Allen et al., 1991; Shi and Cassell, 1998; Jasmin et al., 2003; Kobayashi, 2011) . 41
Functional magnetic resonance imaging studies in humans suggest that IC serves as 42 the core of a "salience network" that acts to detect novel and behaviorally relevant 43 stimuli (Seeley et al., 2007; Uddin, 2014) . Furthermore, hypoactivity and 44 dysfunctional connectivity of IC are hallmarks of individuals with autism spectrum 45 disorder (ASD) (Uddin and Menon, 2009; Di Martino et al., 2009 ). These findings 46 imply that IC constitutes a key node for the social brain network and plays a potential 47 role in social recognition. In this study, we sought to examine how neurons in IC 48 encode information regarding social behavior by visualizing neuronal dynamics using 49 microendoscopic calcium imaging in freely-moving, socially-interacting mice. Our 50 study particularly focused on the agranular insular cortex (AI), the most anterior part 51 of the IC that lacks the granular layer 4 and has denser limbic connections than the 52 rest of IC (Allen et al., 1991; Kobayashi, 2011) . 53 54 Results 55
Multiple subsets of insular cells encode social exploration behavior 56
To elucidate how AI neurons encode direct social interaction with unfamiliar 57 conspecifics, we first conducted a home-cage (HC) experiment (Silverman et al., 2010) , 58 in which a male mouse was allowed to explore a novel object placed in its HC for the 59 first 4 min, followed by another 4 min of exploration of a freely-moving male stranger 60 mouse that was introduced to replace the object (Fig. 1A ). While subject mice displayed 61 only occasional nasal contacts with the novel object during control sessions, they 62 showed highly frequent nasal contacts with the stranger mice during interaction sessions 63 5 ( Fig. 1B-C) . The subject mice spent 30.5% of the total time on social interaction, 64 defined by their nasal contact to the stranger mice ( Fig. 1D ). Furthermore, 48.6%, 65 45.1% and 6.3% of the social interaction period were spent in contact with the nose, 66 body and anogenital area of the stranger mice ( Fig. 1D and 1E ). Besides contact 67 initiated by the subject mice, the stranger mice also contacted the subject mice for 6.2% 68 of the total time. During periods where the subject was not interacting with the stranger, 69 the subject mice touched the wall of their HCs for 0.6% of the total time. The subject 70 mice remained stationary for 70.0% of the total time, and the fraction of stationary 71 periods increased to 82.3% when only the social interaction periods were considered. 72
We then sought AI neurons that exhibited social interaction-associated activity 73 using microendoscopic calcium imaging in subject mice ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). We 74 calculated cosine similarities between the vectors representing their binarized neuronal 75 activity and those representing when the subject mouse interacted with the stranger 76 mouse. In the analysis, we selected cells whose activity was significantly correlated or 77 anti-correlated with the social interaction period but not with generic behavioral states 78 such as either moving or stationary periods. Out of 482 cells from 9 mice, we identified 79 20.1% ("Social-ON cells", 97 cells) and 3.1% ("Social-OFF cell", 14 cells) of total cells 80 whose activity was correlated and anti-correlated with social interaction period, 81 respectively ( Fig. 2A-B ). The average event rate of Social-ON cells during periods of 82 no social interaction ("non-social period") was significantly lower than cells that were 83 neither Social-ON nor Social-OFF cells ("non-social cells") and substantially increased 84 during the social interaction period compared to the non-social period. In contrast, the 85 average event rate of Social-OFF cells during the non-social period was significantly 86 higher than that of the non-social cells and markedly decreased during social interaction 87 6 compared to the non-social period ( Fig. 2C-D) . As a result, activity of Social-ON cells 88 and Social-OFF cells exhibited strong biases toward the social interaction period and 89 the non-social period (Social-ON cells, 0.672 ± 0.165, n = 97 cells; Social-OFF cells, 90 -0.850 ± 0.167, n = 14 cells), respectively ( Fig. 2E ). Within the microendoscopic field 91 of view, Social-ON cells and Social-OFF cells did not appear to form segregated 92 clusters, but rather coexisted in an intermingled manner (Fig. 2F ). The nearest neighbor 93 distances between Social-ON cells calculated using real and shuffled data did not differ 94 significantly, indicating that Social-ON cells are distributed randomly within the AI 95 ( Fig. 2F) . 96
In addition to these Social-ON and Social-OFF cells, we identified 5.6% (27 97 cells) and 4.8% (23 cells) of total cells as cells that exhibited activity significantly 98 correlated with overall moving and stationary periods, respectively. These cell 99 categories displayed higher event rates during their relevant behavioral state compared 100 to the other state (termed "Move cells" and "Stat cells", respectively), irrespective of 101 whether they were socially interacting or not ( Fig. 2B and Supplementary Fig. 2A-B ). 102 Interestingly, 60.8% (59 cells) and 12.4% (12 cells) of Social-ON cells also exhibited 103 activity significantly correlated with the parts of social interaction periods during which 104 the subject mouse was stationary and moving, respectively (termed "Social-stat cells" 105 and "Social-move cells"; Fig. 2B and Supplementary Fig. 2C ). These subcategories of 106 cells demonstrated higher event rates during the relevant behavioral state only when the 107 subject mouse was socially interacting ( Supplementary Fig. 2D ), indicating that subsets 108 of insular Social-ON cells are preferentially activated while a subject mouse interacts 109 with a stranger under a particular behavioral state. Finally, we examined if specific 110 social contact by the subject mice also influenced the activity of Social-ON cells. We 111 7 found that 46.4% (45 cells), 24.7% (24 cells) and 3.1% (3 cells) of Social-ON cells 112 showed activity that was significantly correlated with the period during which they 113 contacted with the nose, body and anogenital area of the stranger mice ( Fig. 2B and  114 Supplementary Fig. 2E -F), although the amount of time spent contacting with the anus 115 was low (n = 4 out of 9 mice; range 0.7-7.3% of total time; Fig. 1D ). In summary, these 116 findings suggest that insular Social-ON cells do not merely respond to social interaction 117 in general but rather represent conjunctive information regarding behavioral state and 118 the target of contact during social interaction. 119 120
Location-independent coding of social investigation by AI neurons 121
We next investigated activity of AI neurons in a linear-chamber (LC) apparatus, a 122 modified version of the three-chamber test that can control spatial factors and physical 123 contact ( however, the amount of time nose-poking to Chamber B that housed a stranger mouse 134 substantially increased and was much more than that to Chamber A that contained a 135 8 novel object ( Fig. 3B ). During the second interaction session, the subject mice again 136 spent significantly more time nose-poking to chamber A with a stranger mouse than to 137 chamber B with a novel object, although the difference in time spent investigating the 138 two chambers appeared less prominent than during the first session. The subject mice 139 spent 82.9 ± 4.9 % and 84.5 ± 4.5% of total time immobile in the first and second 140 interaction sessions, respectively. In addition, mice were almost completely stationary 141 while they were nose-poking to each of the test chambers (93.0 ± 4.5 % and 97.5 ± 142 1.1 %, Chamber A and Chamber B during the first interaction session, respectively; 143 96.7 ± 3.8 % and 95.1 ± 3.4 %, Chamber A and Chamber B in the second interaction 144 sessions, respectively). Overall, these results demonstrate that a subject mouse 145 investigates the chamber that contains a stranger mouse more than that of the novel 146 object, irrespective of the chamber's location. 147
We then sought neuronal activity correlated or anti-correlated with the 148 investigation of chamber A and/or B ( Fig. 3C ). Of 365 cells from 6 mice, 6.9% (25 149 cells) and 4.1% (15 cells) of total cells showed activity significantly correlated with the 150 period of nose-poking to empty chamber A and chamber B, respectively, during control 151 experiments ( Fig. 3D ). These two types of cells showed higher calcium event rates 152 during investigation of chambers that their activity was correlated with compared to the 153 other chamber (Fig. 3E ). We thus categorized these cell types as "A(E)-ON cells" and 154 "B(E)-ON cells", in which the labels represents the chamber they responded to, 155 followed by the content of the chamber in parenthesis (i.e. "E" for empty, "S" for 156 stranger and "O" for object) and the type of response ("ON" for activation and "OFF" We further examined whether the preference of activity of the cells of each 181 category persisted across sessions. More specifically, we focused on the cells of the 182 following categories ( Fig. 4A): (1) cells that were consistently activated or suppressed 183 10 during investigation of chambers with stranger mice or with novel objects (here termed 184 "Social cells" and "Object cells" for convenience), (2) cells that were activated or 185 suppressed during investigation of chamber A and chamber B only when they were not 186 empty ("Conditional chamber A cells" and "Conditional chamber B cells"), and (3) 187 cells that were activated or suppressed during investigation of chamber A and chamber 188 B regardless of whether the chambers were empty or not ("Chamber A cells" and 189 "Chamber B cells"). We found that 4.4% (16 cells) of total cells were Social cells (Fig. 190 4B and 4C and Supplementary Fig. 3 ). In addition, 1.4% (5 cells), 3.0% (11 cells) and 191
1.1% (4 cells) of total cells were Object cells, Conditional chamber B cells and 192
Conditional chamber A cells, respectively ( Fig. 4B and 4C ). However, we found no In LC experiments, social stimulus markedly increased the number of AI 247 neurons that changed their activity upon nose-poking to that chamber. Although neurons 248 consistently encoding the chamber location were hardly found, presentation of a 249 stranger mouse or a novel object increased the neurons that were responsive to these 250 chambers. These findings highlight an important feature of AI neurons in that they 251 encode exploration of salient stimuli rather than spatial information itself. The expanded 252 fraction of cells that encoded social investigation in prior sessions may have some 253 influence on population coding in later sessions, as we observed more cells that 254 13 consistently encoded the location of the chamber with a social stimulus in the first 255 session (Conditional chamber B cells) compared to those that encoded the location of 256 the other chamber (Conditional chamber A cells). It would be interesting in future 257 research to test whether these cells encode a form of memory regarding the location of 258 social stimuli or experience of social interaction. 259
In contrast to a wealth of findings on the social function of IC in humans, much 260 less is known about its cellular and circuit foundations. Human neuroimaging studies 261 have also implicated IC in salience detection and self-awareness (Craig, 2009; Uddin, 262 2014) . Consistent with this view, our findings imply that a primary function of insular 263 social cells is to encode the ongoing status of social interaction. The finding that only a 264 minor fraction of AI neurons exhibited social interaction-related activity likely reflects 265 multifunctionality of the AI and suggests that they may interact with other ensembles 266 that are engaged in different aspects of cognition and behavior (Jennings et al., 2019) . Each mouse underwent two separate surgical procedures. In the first surgery, the mouse 285 was subjected to microinjection of an adeno-associated viral (AAV) vector that drove 286 neuronal expression of a genetically-encoded calcium indicator and insertion of a 287 gradient refractive index (GRIN) lens into the insular cortex (AI). In the second surgery, 288 a baseplate for the miniaturized head-mounted microscope (nVista, Inscopix, Palo Alto, 289 CA) was affixed onto the skull. 290
The AAV vector injection and GRIN lens insertion were conducted on the 291 same day. Mice anaesthetized with 2% isoflurane in oxygen at a flow rate of 0.5L/min 292 were placed in a stereotactic setup (Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA). Body temperature 293 was maintained at 37°C with a heating pad (40-90-2-05, FHC, Bowdoin, ME). 294
Ophthalmic ointment (Sato Pharmaceuticals, Tokyo, Japan) was applied to the eyes to 295 prevent drying. A piece of scalp was removed and a small craniotomy was performed 296 15 on the skull above the right AI using a high-speed rotary micro drill (OmniDrill 35, 297 World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, EL). A 35-gauge needle attached to a 298 microsyringe (World Precision Instruments) was targeted to the right AI (1.94 mm 299 anterior, 2.2 mm lateral and 3.45 mm in depth relative to bregma), and 500 nl of virus 300 solution (AAV5-CaMKII-GCaMP6f-WPRE-SV40, 1.0×10 14 / mL, UPenn Vector Core) 301 was microinjected at a rate of 100 nl/min. The needle was left undisturbed for additional 302 10 min to avoid backflow. The needle was then slowly withdrawn and the injected 303 surface was washed with saline. Following the microinjection, a GRIN lens (0.5 mm 304 diameter, 4.0 mm length, GLP-0540, Inscopix, Palo Alto, CA) attached to a lens 305 implant kit (ProView, Inscopix, Palo Alto, CA) was slowly inserted stereotaxically to a 306 position slightly dorsal to the AAV injection site (1.94 mm anterior, 2.2 mm lateral and 307 3.25 mm in depth relative to bregma). The lens was then affixed to the skull with dental 308 cement and the top of the lens was covered with a silicon mold (Kwik-Cast, World 309 Precision Instruments, Sarasota, EL). Mice were singly housed after fully recovering 310 from the surgery. 311
Four weeks after the GRIN lens implantation, mice were anaesthetized again 312 with isoflurane and the silicon mold over the tip of GRIN lens was carefully removed. 313
The baseplate (Inscopix) attached to a miniaturized head-mounted microscope was 314 positioned above the implanted lens using an adjustable gripper (Inscopix). The 315 microscope and baseplate were then lowered towards the top of the lens until the field 316 of view was in focus. After confirmation of GCaMP fluorescence signals, the baseplate 317 was affixed to the skull using dental cement. The baseplate was covered with a 318 baseplate cover (Inscopix) after the microscope was detached from the baseplate. 319 320
Social behavior tests 321
We used two different behavioral assays, the home-cage (HC) experiment and the linear 322 chamber (LC) experiment, for social behavior tests. Subject mice were singly housed in 323 their HCs for at least 4 weeks before the exposure to social stimuli. Behavioral schedule 324 consisted of at least two days of habituation and a day of testing for HC experiments, 325 followed by at least two days of habituations and a day of testing for LC experiments. A 326 total of nine mice were used for these experiments. Data from all nine mice were 327 analyzed in HC experiments, and data from three mice were excluded in the analysis of 328 LC experiments because imaging data from these mice contained less than 30 cells. The 329 behavior was recorded using a video camera (logicool) throughout the test in both 330 paradigms. Different stranger mice were used in HC experiments and LC experiments. 331
In the HC experiment, a subject mouse with a microscope attached to its head 332 underwent habituation sessions in which the mouse was allowed to move freely in its 333 HC (30 cm long, 18 cm wide and 12 cm high) for at least 20 min a day. On the day of 334 imaging, a set of tests that consisted of a control session and an interaction session were 335 performed as follows (Fig. 1A) . First, a novel miniature object (nonsocial target) and a 336 microscope-attached subject mouse were placed together in its HC, and the mouse was 337 allowed to move freely in this environment for 4 min. Immediately after this control 338 session, the object was replaced with a stranger mouse (social target) and the subject 339 mouse was allowed to freely explore for an additional 4 min. The subject mouse 340 remained in the test environment during the brief interval between the two sessions. 341
In the LC experiment, an acrylic LC that consisted of a center chamber (40 342 cm long, 10 cm wide and 21 cm high) flanked by two test chambers (chambers A and 343 B; 10 cm long, 10 cm wide and 21 cm high each) was used ( Fig. 3A; Lee et al., 2016) . 344
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The bottom 10 cm of the walls that divided the center chamber and the test chambers 345 had 1-cm diameter holes drilled to allow subject mice to interact with the targets by 346 nose poking. Each test chamber contained a stranger mouse (social stimulus), a 347 miniature object (nonsocial stimulus) or nothing (no stimulus). At least 2 days prior to 348 imaging experiments, a subject mouse with a microscope attached to its head was 349 allowed to move freely in the center chamber during a 20-min habituation session a day 350 for two days. The test consisted of three consecutive sessions (Fig. 3A) . In the first 351 session, a subject mouse placed in the center chamber was allowed to move freely for 4 352 min while no stimuli were presented in the two test chambers (control session). In the 353 following session, a novel miniature object and a stranger mouse were placed in 354 chamber A and chamber B, respectively, and the subject mouse was allowed to freely 355 explore in the center chamber for an additional 4 min (first interaction session). In the 356 last session, the positions of the stranger mouse and the object were swapped and the 357 subject mouse was allowed to explore freely for another 4 min (second interaction 358 session). 359 360
Behavioral data analysis 361
The behavior of subject mice was manually classified by visual inspection of the videos 362 after the experiments. In HC experiments, we defined the periods of social interaction as 363 those during which the subject mouse actively explored the social target by nasal 364 contact, and these periods were further subclassified into the periods of contact to the 365 nose, body and anogenital area of the stranger mouse. The remaining periods were 366 categorized as non-social periods. Within the non-social periods, the periods during 367 which the subject mouse touched the wall of the HC and those during which the subject 368 18 mouse was passively touched by the stranger mouse were documented. For analysis of 369 behavioral states, the periods during which the subject mouse changed its body and 370 hindlimb positions were defined as moving periods, and the remaining periods of 371 immobility were classified as stationary periods. In LC experiments, we defined the 372 periods of investigation of the test chamber as nose-poking by the subject mouse to the 373 wall that divided the center chamber and the test chamber. 374 375
Ca 2+ imaging of AI neurons in freely-moving mice 376
Activity of GCaMP6f-labeled AI neurons during social behavior tests was imaged using 377 a miniaturized head-mounted microscope and GRIN lens-mediated microendoscopy 378 ( Supplementary Fig. 1A ). Before the experiments, mice were lightly anesthetized with 379 2 % isoflurane and the baseplate cover was removed from the baseplate, to which a 380 miniaturized head-mounted microscope was subsequently attached. Mice were then 381 recovered from anesthesia for at least 20 min before beginning the experiments. 382 Ca 2+ imaging videos were recorded during social behavior tests using nVista 383 acquisition software (version 1.2.0; Inscopix, Palo Alto, CA) with a resolution of 1440 384
x 1080 pixels at a rate of 15 frames per second. The LED power of the microscope was 385 set between 30-50% (0.36-0.6 mW). Ca 2+ transients were observed in many neurons 386 within the field of view (FOV) while mice moved freely in their environments 387 ( Supplementary Fig. 1B, 53 .6 ± 24.4 cells/FOV, mean SD, n = 9 mice), and post-hoc 388 confirmation of the lens positions verified that GRIN lenses were successfully targeted 389 to AI in all nine cases ( Supplementary Fig. 1C) . 
